
C A S E  S T U D Y  I

ASSESSMENTS &
PLACEMENTS

For ITI Students based out of Jharkhand

OUR AIM WAS TO ASSIST
CANDIDATES IN FINDING JOBS
BASED ON THEIR CURRENT
SKILL LEVEL
India has huge youth population facing a big
employment challenge, especially students in ITIs and
vocational training institutes. in these institutions, only
20% will get candidates will get placed, while the rest
will look for jobs in nearby industries through their
immediate circles. Our program, focused on conducting
three kinds of assessments - general subject skills
(English, Maths,GK, Science, Logical Reasoning),
personality inclinations, and interest areas. Based on
these, we assisted students in looking for the best
suitable job.

Location: Jamshedpur
& Bokaro
Duration: November
2018 - February 2019



CHALLENGE

The hiring of entry-level technical personnel
(ITI graduates) is a complex and difficult
process today. Much of the hiring takes place
through mobilization partners (or 'manpower
sourcing' companies) for industries or ITI
placement cells. These lack the right tools to
assess the capabilities and job role-suitability
of students.

We learnt that candidates are scoring less than 50% on all
subjects yet at the same time expecting a salary of above
Rs. 12,500. This pointed to a serious mismatch in their
current skill-level and expectations.
Majority of the candidates prefer to take up jobs in their
home state since their families are dependent on them
financially and for their well-being
Candidates do not have comprehensive CVs and know
little about how to prepare for an interview - how to do
prior research on the company, presentation, dressing
etiquette, and interviewing skills
Big industries are not interested in hiring candidates
individually based on their performance, since skill level is
so slow. Their preference is to hire in bulk through
manpower outsourcing agencies and train candidates in-
house.
MSMEs, on the other hand, find it difficult to look for the
right candidates due to little knowledge of what skill sets
they are looking for and where to look. Their hiring is
mostly through affiliation.

RESULTS
Finding suitable and meaningful jobs
for candidates based on their skill
level and interest

SOLUTION

A paper-based test that the CoLab team
conducted with over 550 students from ITIs in
Jamshedpur and Bokaro that takes the
candidate about 2 hours to complete. Post this
results are published and the CoLab team gets
in pursuit of finding MSMEs looking to hire. We
had a chance to witness 25 students go for an
interaction in a local SME which included a
tour of the industry and interviews with the
candidates. Four candidates were hired for a
paid internship out of which four were taken-
on board as permanent staff members.

An assessment that evaluates the
generic technical skills, job-role
inclination, and interest areas of
candidates and connects them to a
suitable job based on their
performance.

CONCLUSION
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We learned that, placements, based on assessments, only
end up helping the cream of the ITI crowd, candidates who
still have high chances of finding jobs through placements
or on their own.
 
For the rest of the candidates, there is a need to delve
deeper into why basic technical and generic soft skills are
missing, and there needs to be exposure to industries and
job roles. It is also important to note how those skill gaps
can be filled in an efficient, continual manner since students
are hard-pressed to find jobs quickly- that is why most of
them join an ITI or vocational course in the first place
 
Based on our interaction with industries, we learnt that
candidates need to start preparing for technologically
evolving big industries, and need to have a diverse set of
skills for getting into and succeeding in MSMEs.
 
 


